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About This Game

Hardcore platformer, in which you play for the sweet rabbit.
Your main goal is to collect carrots and stars on a level, after which you must bring them to your carrot store. You can develop a
huge speed to overcome obstacles and perform complex maneuvers. Avoiding of dodge enemies and thorny bushes, using magic

mushrooms and bubbles for jumping and taking off.
Your collected carrots (an analog of your life), and when getting damages you lose them all, and if there are no carrots then you

will die.
Perfectly balanced gameplay and pleasant music, will give you only pleasant memories of the game. And the eyes will rejoice,

looking at the beautiful graphics from the artist Luis Zuno (@ansimuz)
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still be extreme excited fps game
notable boss of enemy role
large map and more to discover make never boring
. good game but hard to control when fly if you use mouse but if you use joystick is easy and yes story is too short but in my
opinion I like to fly. I left WoW for this and I am not going back. The player base is mature and helpful plus you can play many
different styles and even make your own builds and still compete. The progression is amazing and is a delight to just come on
and craft. You can be in 5 different guilds for all different types of things for trade reasons or for trials (raids). Don't be cheap
and not get ESO+. if you are spending 20-30 hours a week on the game there is no point not too. You spent 18 bucks to see a
movie these days and 15$ for eso+. One of them you spend 2 hours doing the other 100's a month. Add it all up. GL and enjoy!.
I got it for my 7 year-old daughter. She liked it but there are not many options in each category so you kind of go through them
fast. Would be nice to get some new content for it, but as it is the game lasts about 1 hours until you exhaust all combos.. When
this game was loading, it said
"TIP: You should do great with all that hand exercising you do."
...Let that set the tone for this game.

The game is super difficult but the bosses are well designed and fulfilling to defeat. Also it has a pretty cool perk\/score system
that makes it very replayable.. have been playing tm2 almost everyday for hours for about a year now. still suck at the game.
10/10 would cry myself to sleep again.

(one of the best and the most fun i had with a racing game in ages, if you enjoy racing games i would highly recommend this
game.)
. Thinking in playing a continous side mission shooting bandits and getting rescued hostages would be nice.
This DLC is so broken when you can't even get equipped with guns before doing a hostage mission or pursuit cars. Honestly I
suggest in not getting this DLC since is so broken there are no good points in adding this to your main campaign. Year of the
Snake is better and suitable to play.
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The game is not bad, it's pretty much a "meh" puzzle adventure.

The puzzles weren't blatantly easy, which is always a plus, but the biggest challenge didn't seem to come from figuring the
puzzles out, but in the mechanics to interact with the puzzles. If a puzzle took me a bit to get it was because the mouse controls
didn't respond properly.

The biggest negative to the game, however, is that there is no ending. When you finish the last puzzle you are just sent to the
main menu screen with a "Thanks for playing" message. I know these kinds of games are short, but there should at least be a
small payoff for beating the game.. ok i bought this addon because i wanted to expand my routes etc. i play alot and only OMSI
2 with combo of the bus company simulator.
it does what it needs to in SP, if you dont drive the routes that arent even, but unfortunately like lines 31\/41\/45 etc won't work
well game starts up etc but seems like the computer of your bus(es) doesnt reckonize these IBIS codes which means you can
drive around but people wont board your bus,
this is same issue with the OMSI2+bus company addon not a single route can be drivin because the computer announces the
filled in IBIS code is false while its the correct one according the official documentation.

idk if there has been an update after 1.10 which changed the IBIS codes, but would be great to have those new ones,
but yea for that reason alone im playing only the bus company addon and since Rheinhausen isnt working like it should like i
have filled in a refund form, 25 bucks for addon is quite much if half of the routes are borked,

for the rest like detail of the world etc its pretty, if your playing SP and you like to get this addon go for it you have plenty of
routes to drive, do you play it in combo with bus company addon go for x10 or gladbeck many routes are borked with that
addon like mentioned above.

for now i wont recommend this addon till they fix these IBIS code issues or atleast if they changed the IBIS codes give the new
ones, i searched for an hr on google could only find the same as the one that came with it and here on the store page. First off,
this is not like real hacking. You can learn some of the concepts of hacking from this game, but don't come out feeling like you
can take down any website you want just because you played this game (seriously, at one point you scan a local ip address and
you get a location in NY and you are in Alaska. WTF).

That said, Hacker Evolution is a fun game if you like typing and resolving horrible domains names about a billion times (and it's
extremely picky about spelling, despite spelling special wrong). Do not play this on a laptop you are unfamiliar with (for you
will cry).

In the end, Hacker Evolution is a brutially hard game just for the fun of it (try keeping your trace down, such a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, the command console will be filled with the same helper text you've seen before (causing
lots of scrolling) and it's one of those games where there is one right way and that's pretty much the only way.

Verdict: It really depends on how much you like text based adventure games.. dumb game. not worth 7 dollars. 2/5 stars. would
buy again.. Sorry 0\/10 Garbage, didnt even work. It hurt my feelings because I spent 6$ DDDDDDDDDDDD:::::::::::::::. don't
know if I'm missing anything but as far as I can tell its a visual novel equivalent to a B rated movies, it's very meh. doesn't stand
out much but I guess its alright kinda.

wouldn't recommend at 10.99 pounds tho, not with the likes of nekopara and even sukara. A fun little retro SRPG. There are a
lot of different builds and party formations to try.

The UI takes a little getting used to (should be improved in next patch) but in general it is fun.

Could be a bit longer? Looks like I beat the game in 8 hours. But the game is priced accordingly.. I am an avid fan of mystery
games, and I love Sherlock Holmes, but this game was just awful. The voice actors are unproffessional, the editing is terrible,
and the story line just does not make sense! Do not buy this game if you are hoping for a good story based adventure, it will not
suit you.
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